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Abstract: Developing guidelines for designing robot-inclusive spaces has been challenging and
resource-intensive, primarily relying on physical experiments and observations of robot interactions
within the built environment. These conventional methods are often costly, time-consuming, and
labour-intensive, demanding manual intervention. To address these limitations, this study explores
the potential of using digital twins as a promising solution to offer detailed insights, reducing the
dependence on physical experiments for studying robot-built environment interactions.Although the
concept of digital twins is popular in many domains, the use of digital twins for this specific problem
has not been explored yet. A novel methodology for assessing existing built environment guidelines
by incorporating them as an architectural digital twin asset within robot simulation software is
proposed in this regard. By analysing the digital interactions between robots and the architectural
digital twin assets in simulations, the compatibility of the environment with robots is evaluated,
ultimately contributing to enhancing these guidelines to be robot-inclusive. The ultimate goal
is to create environments that are not only inclusive but also readily accessible to Autonomous
Mobile Robots (AMRs). With this objective, the proposed methodology is tested on robots of
different specifications to understand the robots’ interactions with different architectural digital twin
environments and obstacles. The digital twin effectively demonstrates the capability of the proposed
approach in assessing the robots’ suitability for deployment in the simulated environments. The
gained insights contribute to improved comprehension and strengthen the existing design guidelines.

Keywords: digital twin; robot inclusivity; design guidelines; accessibility standards; built
environment; robot-accessible design

1. Introduction

In today’s rapidly evolving world, robots and humans are increasingly interacting
within built environments. Advancements in robotics technology enable robots to partic-
ipate in diverse tasks, ranging from basic functions to complex roles. This collaborative
coexistence is reshaping various activities, leading to a future where human-robot part-
nerships are common and transformative. Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs) offer
adaptability, cost-effectiveness, and scalability for various industries. Shipments of AMRs
increased significantly, and experts predict further growth in the coming years [1]. How-
ever, realising fully autonomous multi-purpose service robots operating in human-related
environments remains a distant goal [2]. Spatial limitations in the built environment con-
strain the performance capabilities of robots. Given the growing presence of AMRs globally,
it is crucial to understand their interactions with humans and their operating environments.
Research shows that the environment can impact a robot’s usability and effectiveness,
beyond navigation challenges [3–5]. Studies examine various aspects of human-robot
interaction, providing valuable insights for designing robot-inclusive environments [3,4].
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The process involves extensive experiments and analyses to identify factors influencing
their collaboration. This research aims to explore an innovative approach using simulations
that incorporate various virtual robot models within an architectural digital twin. The
twin is directly modelled based on the current built environment design guidelines. Our
primary objective is to establish the efficacy of these design guidelines in simulated scenar-
ios. This research endeavours to outline a systematic methodology for elevating current
design guidelines to encompass standards to be inclusive of robots, achieved through the
application of digital twin simulations. The proposed approach can also be applied to test
existing structures of their robot friendliness. This approach enhances robot integration
and performance in physical environments, improving task efficiency and effectiveness in
various settings.

The paper’s main contributions are summarized as follows:

• A novel systematic methodology that utilises digital twins to establish the efficacy of
built environment design guidelines for AMRs.

• Modelling robot models and environments as digital asset twins and experimental
demonstration of the robot’s interaction with the environments.

The subsequent sections of the article are organized as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of relevant literature, discussing methods used to establish robot-inclusive
design guidelines, current approaches for creating robot-inclusive environments, and
state-of-the-art techniques. Section 3 introduces the proposed methodology, outlining its
key steps. Section 4 presents a case study to illustrate the application of the methodology,
including the development of an architectural digital twin, robot simulation, and derivation
of design guidelines. The results are summarized, and study limitations are highlighted
in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the article, suggesting potential opportunities for
future research.

2. Literature Review

This section covers research methods for establishing robot-inclusive design guidelines,
current approaches for creating robot-inclusive environments, and state-of-the-art technolo-
gies in constructing architecture digital twins during pre- and post-construction phases.

2.1. Research Methods for Robot Inclusive Design Guidelines

This section includes prior research on spatial challenges for robots, particularly AMRs.
These studies contribute to establishing design guidelines and principles for robot inclusiv-
ity. Farkas et al. [3] conducted a comprehensive study on mobile robot inhabitation in built
environments. They focused on operational reliability, safety, and guidelines for creating
robot-friendly spaces. The study compared international standards for the built environ-
ment with robotics standards and identified faults caused by unsuitable environments. The
authors introduced risk prevention guidelines, emphasizing accessibility requirements,
and considering ergonomic and anthropometric factors for a safe setting. They highlighted
the need for new design recommendations for collaborative environments and proposed
checklists and a design process to promote effective human-robot cooperation in a reliable
robot-friendly setting.

Elara et al. [4] studied designing environments for autonomous service robots, using
a Roomba for experimentation. They propose four design principles: observability (im-
proving sensors), accessibility (safe navigation and robot reach), activity (robot–human
and robot–object interactions), and safety (protecting humans and robots). The experiment
confirms that following these principles enhances Roomba’s performance in such environ-
ments. Elara et al. [2] aim to promote collaboration between roboticists, architects, and
designers to create social spaces that accommodate robots effectively. They propose the
Robot Inclusive Spaces (RIS) challenge, focusing on real-world deployment issues. Using
a “design for robots” strategy, the RIS challenge provides design principles and evaluates
cleaning robots’ performance based on these principles. The study suggests conducting
multiple tests to assess performance and recommends a comprehensive multi-test approach
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for future evaluations. The research encourages the development of inclusive spaces to
facilitate successful human-robot interactions.

The paper by Tan et al. [5] emphasizes the importance of considering environments
and robots together in intelligent living spaces. They propose a framework with three
components: Robot-inclusiveness, Taxonomy, and Design criteria. The main finding stresses
the need to incorporate the relationship between robots, tasks, and environments in design
for inclusive robot environments. This holistic approach enhances functionality and user
experience. The framework offers valuable insights for seamless human-robot interactions
in intelligent living environments. The mentioned literature studies use robust physical
experiments and reasoning (inductive and deductive) to study robot-space interactions
and derive design guidelines for robot-inclusive spaces.

Yeo et al. [6] introduced ’Design for Robot’ (DfR) approach, integrating architectural
changes to enhance robot productivity. It employs deductive and inductive methods to yield
robot-inclusive design guidelines, promising enhanced efficiency. Farkas et al. [7] proposed
Robot Compatible Environments (RCE) model, emphasizing compatibility checklist and
integration into Building Information Models (BIM). In [8], the authors explored the design
of robot ergonomic environments with the framework for human–robot interaction (HRI),
aiming to provide guidelines for designers in creating robot ergonomic spaces.

However, these efforts to define robot-inclusive design guidelines are resource-intensive,
primarily relying on physical experiments and observations of robot interactions within
the built environment. These conventional methods are often costly, labour-intensive,
time-consuming, and lack digitization demanding manual intervention, hindering further
analysis. Therefore, it emphasizes the need for professionals to explore innovative solutions,
particularly leveraging emerging technologies like simulation software and advanced
analytics to streamline the process and foster more robot-inclusive design standards. Digital
tools can offer benefits for future research in this field.

2.2. Current Research Approaches for Robot-Inclusive Environments

This section covers various research efforts in developing robot-inclusive environ-
ments. These include studying the impact of robots on architecture and human experience,
exploring new spatial configurations, creating frameworks for quantifying inclusiveness,
and designing spaces using robots. These approaches contribute to creating environments
that effectively integrate and interact with robots, promoting enhanced human-robot col-
laboration and seamless integration of robotic technology in different settings. The Gensler
Research Institute’s study “Excuse Me Robot” [9] examines how AMRs influence archi-
tecture and human experience. Their goal is to develop guiding principles for designing
spaces accommodating AMRs, considering physical, technological, and psychological as-
pects. These principles enhance human experience and stress universal design for safe
and accessible spaces. The study proposes a conversation guide and data collection tool to
effectively incorporate AMRs, acknowledging their impact on the built environment and
future cities.

The book “Automated Landscapes” [10] explores automation’s impact on spatial con-
figurations and the built environment. It discusses three projects involving human-robot
collaboration and AI integration in production lines. The studies show how automation
affects workplaces, with examples of robots handling high-volume tasks while humans
focus on complex ones, leading to optimized spatial organization and increased produc-
tivity. Naraharisetti et al. [11] propose a framework with two indices: Robot-Inclusive
Space Index (RSI) and Robot Complexity Index (RCI). RSI measures space inclusiveness
for robots, while RCI quantifies robot complexity. The study shows that well-designed
Robot-Inclusive Spaces (RIS) enable less complex robots to achieve similar functionality
as more complex ones. Creating inclusive spaces is crucial as it significantly impacts
robot complexity requirements. This approach optimizes robot functionality in various
environments by enhancing space inclusiveness.
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Ng et al. [12] introduced an adapted Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for
evaluating robot-inclusivity and safety in buildings. The framework identifies potential
failures, assesses their effects, and recommends mitigation actions. Case studies on telepres-
ence robots in a university campus support the methodology. The adapted FMEA offers a
valuable tool for assessing and managing risks in robot-inclusive environments, promoting
safer and more inclusive spaces for service robots.

Muthugala et al. [13] explored the concept of design by robot using a floor-cleaning
robot to improve area coverage in workspaces. The robot perceives the workspace using
LIDAR readings and generates a metric map. The Workspace Organization Suggester
(WOS) optimizes object placement for maximum coverage. Experimental results show
significant improvement in the floor cleaning robot’s area coverage performance when
following the suggested workspace modifications. This approach is practical and effective
in enhancing the robot’s ability to cover a larger area in workspaces.

However, the above-mentioned literature still pose limitations in the aspects of data
collection and trial testing. In [12], identification, labelling, and counting of the hazard
classes is not automated and is labour intensive. The data collation could be subjective as
the user may miss out on certain hazards. Additionally, the hazard classes are limited to
specific indoor objects, mainly focusing on indoor environments only. The framework also
does not consider different robot designs and footprints which would interact differently
within the same environment due to spatial constraints. The framework also does not
consider changing environment elements such as different lighting conditions and dynamic
obstacles, which are also essential aspects in assessing robot inclusivity.

The paper [14] outlines the integration of urodela robots into vertical green gardens
through Robot-Inclusive Modular Green Landscaping, utilizing rail tracks and plant pot
arrays. In [15], recommendations are provided for accommodating service robots in envi-
ronments like hotels and restaurants, considering ownership by both organizations and
customers. However, this research only offers a general overview of essential factors in
hospitality establishments. In [16], the authors explored adapting gardening and gardens
to suit a robot lawn mower, providing a reference for current research approaches to Robot-
Inclusive Environments. Additionally, in [17], a passive alert tactile system was proposed
to indicate potential hazards in the vicinity to the robot, thereby enhancing robot safety
and inclusivity.

2.3. Advanced Technologies in Environmental Modelling

Conventional problem solving involves real-world tests, but this approach has limita-
tions. Real-life testing may not always be feasible and can disrupt space functioning. As an
alternative, digital twins are valuable, offering state-of-the-art techniques that do not rely
solely on real-life testing.

2.3.1. Digital Twin

Digital twins have become prevalent in AEC -FM industries [18,19]. They serve as mod-
els to capture and analyse information about various processes and environments [20–22].
They effectively address complex problems and find application in various contexts, in-
cluding AMRs [23,24].

Creating digital replicas of AMRs and their environments makes virtual testing of
control and navigation algorithms possible. Simulations and analyses in the digital twin
enable evaluating system behaviour in different scenarios. This technology provides a
standardized, customizable solution, eliminating real-life testing constraints and offering a
controlled environment to test and analyse AMR system performance [23].

2.3.2. Integration of BIM to ARS

The integration of Building Information Modelling (BIM) with Autonomous Robot Sys-
tems (ARS) benefits digital design and construction technologies with robotic automation
capabilities. Extensive research is being conducted in this area, including extracting maps
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from BIM for AMR navigation [25,26], using BIM for robotic applications in construction
logistics [27], and creating digital twins for robot navigation [28] and automation [29,30].
Research also focuses on creating robot simulation environments from BIM [27,31,32] and
emphasizes the need for an interface to use BIM with ARS [33].

2.3.3. 3D Digital Reconstruction Techniques

When BIM is unavailable, various techniques are used to digitize the space. Some
research employs 3D scanning and photogrammetry for reconstruction, creating digital
twins of buildings [34–37]. Other techniques involve augmented reality, machine learning,
and image-based 3D reconstructions [38–40]. Applications like planner5D, Magiscan, Poly-
cam, iRhino 3D, and ARkit-Roomplan enable real-time 3D reconstructions with parametric
representation.

2.3.4. 3D Object Detections

Lidar sensors and RGB-D cameras are commonly used to obtain 3D data [41–43],
which trains computer vision systems for object recognition in various environments. This
technology enhances robot autonomy and self-driving cars. Studies include pointnet++ [44],
voteNET [45], and 3DETR [46,47] for 3D object detection. Real-time 3D object detection,
exemplified by Media pipe objectron [48,49], is an active area of research.

This study underscores the power of digital twin technology in creating virtual repli-
cas of physical environments for real-time monitoring and simulation analysis. Integrat-
ing BIM with ARS enhances a robot’s visualization and decision making, bridging the
virtual–physical gap. Additionally, 3D digital reconstruction techniques accurately capture
environmental features, enabling detailed analysis and simulation. Utilizing 3D object
detection enhances modelling precision by identifying relevant objects. Overall, these
advanced technologies offer unprecedented opportunities for environmental modelling to
study interactions between robots and the built environment.

3. Proposed Methodology

The methodology proposed for enhancing and expanding design guidelines to ac-
commodate robots involves digital modelling of architectural elements as defined in the
standards or digitizing the existing built environment to assess its suitability for robots.

In this study, the architectural digital twin assets are modelled based on the Accessi-
bility Design Guidelines [50], a code established by the Building Construction Authority
(BCA) in Singapore. Singapore fosters an inclusive and barrier-free built environment
addressing the diverse needs of its inhabitants. The code delineates essential requirements
and offers comprehensive guidelines on accessibility and universal design. This code holds
global relevance, as it exemplifies high standards in urban planning, reflects universal
design principles, and contributes to collaborations in creating inclusive built environments
and advancing mobility in urban environments.

The decision to focus on accessibility code as the subject of study stems from the belief
that embracing universal design and creating barrier-free environments can accommodate
AMRs as users. Furthermore, designing for AMRs can improve their ability to perform
monotonous, dangerous, and demeaning tasks, ultimately enhancing the human experience
and contributing to a better world. The goal is to analyse the robot friendliness of the
environment and prepare for robot deployment by using a digital twin of the environment.

This proposed method establishes a streamlined and effective process for digitising the
site, simulating robot-related hazards, and studying how robots interact with the site. This
approach enhances the development of design guidelines, ultimately creating safer, more
efficient, and more inclusive environments for both robots and humans. The methodology
is structured into three phases: documentation, digitization, and design analysis. An
overview of the proposed method is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed methodology.

3.1. Documentation

The first stage focuses on on-site documentation for robot simulation. Documentation
methods and data types differ depending on the architectural phase. Direct data collection
from designers through Building Information Modelling (BIM) is ideal early in the design
process. Researchers are actively working on methods to make BIM models usable for
robots [25,26], but this area is still being researched. In the post-construction phase, digi-
tization is done using laser scanning or photogrammetry techniques as point cloud data
(PCD) [34–37] when BIM data is unavailable. Mobile scans are preferred over stationary
scans as they are faster in documentation. The collected PCD data needs processing and
training to enable accurate robot simulation.

3.2. Digitization

This step focuses on making the digital model suitable for Gazebo, a robot simulation
software. The BIM or the newly constructed 3D models of the test sites are directly
imported as Collada (DAE) format into Gazebo for robot simulation. In cases where
the test sites are documented as point clouds, they are reconstructed into digital space
before being imported into the simulation software. The point clouds noted during the
documentation phase undergo the following steps for reconstruction. The techniques are
inferred from Florent Poux [51]. The first step in data processing is subsampling, reducing
the number of points in the dataset for improved computational efficiency. Techniques
like random sampling or voxel-based methods preserve essential characteristics while
reducing size [52–54]. This is followed by outlier removal, which involves identifying and
eliminating points considered as noise or anomalies in the dataset [55–57]. Outliers can
impact accuracy and reliability, and various algorithms like statistical methods or clustering
techniques are used for their detection and removal, leading to improved data quality
and more accurate results in analysis and simulations. The next step in the digitization
process is point cloud segmentation, using random sample consensus (RANSAC) [58]
and density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [59] algorithms.
RANSAC fits geometric models to remove outliers, refining the segmentation. DBSCAN
groups points based on proximity, categorising them into clusters of varying densities
and shapes.

Applying both algorithms results in distinct clusters representing objects or architectural
elements within the digitised space, aiding in targeted analysis and visualisation [54,60].

The final step is generating the clusters as 3D meshes and exporting them for robot
simulation software. The clustered points can be directly used to generate mesh through
different surface reconstruction strategies, such as the ball-pivoting algorithm [61] and
Poisson reconstruction [62]. The resulting meshes accurately represent the digitised ar-
chitectural elements. The meshes can be exported in formats like OBJ or collada DAE
for compatibility with robot simulation software, preserving geometry and topology for
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analysis and visualisation. Additionally, the points can also be used for voxel modelling.
The voxel model divides the data into small volumetric elements called voxels [63]. Voxel
modelling helps organise and analyse the data locally, enabling surface reconstruction and
collision detection operations. Each voxel is assigned attributes based on the points within
its volume, facilitating efficient storage and retrieval of information within the voxel grid.
After voxelisation, voxel cubes are converted into 3D meshes using surface reconstruction
methods and exported.

3.3. Design and Analysis

The final stage involves designing and analysing the digital model. The digitised
architectural model is used in the robot simulation software Gazebo (version 11) to test
various robot behaviours and interactions within the environment. Virtual scenarios are
modelled based on the existing built environment design guidelines to assess robot nav-
igation, path planning, and interaction with architectural elements. The digital model
provides a realistic representation for accurately evaluating robot deployment and perfor-
mance. The developed digital twin facilitates the enhancement of design guidelines. The
methodology proposed to enhance design guidelines involves conducting and analysing
a series of robot–built environment interactions in simulations. Each simulation focuses
on a specific scenario developed based on the guidelines and involves a different type of
robot with varying parameters. For instance, one could design a study to examine how
robots navigate and interact in smart homes, office spaces or urban environments, ensuring
that the experiments adhere to established guidelines. The ultimate goal is to validate and
refine existing standards, making them more accessible for seamless robot deployments in
diverse digital environments.

These experiments enable the examination of the robot’s interaction in the digital
environment. The developed digital model can also assist in training machine learning
models for 3D object detection and segmentation algorithms [64,65], enhancing robots’
perception and interaction abilities. This digital twin platform facilitates the assessment and
optimisation of robot behaviours and spatial layouts, leading to more efficient and effective
robot-inclusive spaces. Leveraging the capabilities of an architectural digital twin enhances
the process of developing design guidelines, providing illustrative representations for
better understanding among professionals in the design and architecture fields.

4. Results and Discussion

From the proposed methodology, digital twin simulations have the ability to provide
visualisations on how a robot interacts with the digital representation of the built environ-
ment. The simulations provide insights onto assessing the ability of the robot to maneuver
safely without collision and accomplish their goal within the stipulated environment. From
the process, analysis on the different parameters that may limit and hinder the performance
of the robot to result in failure can be conducted to provide recommendations on future
design guidelines.

4.1. Case Study for Validation

One of the most essential applications of robotics is in the domain of cleaning. Cleaning
is a vital aspect of ensuring good hygiene within an environment for the population [66,67].
Current cleaning procedures and services have adopted cleaning robots to streamline
and automate the cleaning procedures. AMRs are also employed to audit the cleanliness
of the space. For instance, Pey et al. [68] showcased an AMR for microbial cleanliness
audits, suitable for residential and food processing plants where high cleanliness standards
are essential. However, for these processes to be effective, the robots must be capable of
navigating safely towards the desired waypoints for cleaning [69]. The increased usage and
integration of autonomous cleaning-related robots in different indoor and outdoor built
environments have highlighted the demand for automated cleaning processes. Therefore,
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the proposed method using digital twins will focus on the application of cleaning as a use
case, specifically by validating the accessibility of cleaning robots within public spaces.

4.2. Digital Modelling

4 models of cleaning robots were chosen, shown in Figure 2, with their specifications
documented in Table 1. The models include a large-sized cleaning robot (CleanerBot1 [70] ),
2 medium-sized cleaning robots,(CleanerBot2 [71] and CleanerBot3 [72]), and a small-sized
domestic robot (iRobot-Create [73]). The models were chosen to provide robot diversity
based on their width, length, and height.

Figure 2. Robots simulated in Digital Twin: (a) CleanerBot1 (b) CleanerBot2 (c) CleanerBot3
(d) iRobot-Create.

Table 1. Specifications of robots used in the digital twin simulations.

Robot Length (m) Width (m) Height (m)

CleanerBot1 1.32 0.91 1.19

CleanerBot2 1.26 0.79 0.97

CleanerBot3 0.67 0.85 1.23

iRobot-Create 0.32 0.32 0.07

Six distinct environments, each equipped with corresponding facilities, were modelled
in adherence to the Accessibility Design Guidelines [50]. These guidelines served as
the benchmark for evaluating and augmenting the concept of barrier-free design. The
study investigates three different modelling techniques: newly developed 3D modelling,
voxel modelling, and Poisson Surface reconstruction, with the latter two involving the
reconstruction of models from captured point cloud data. The research aims to identify
the most suitable method for generating architectural assets for robot simulations within
these environments. The environment set consists of a kerb ramp, walkway ramp, 6-seat
and 3-seat tables, a Wheelchair-Friendly (WF) table, and a residential shared corridor area,
which is displayed in Figure 3.

For the kerb ramp and walkway ramp environments, a successful deployment would
require the robots to navigate from the base of the ramp to the top of the ramp without
getting stuck due to the width or gradient of the ramp. This is to simulate the ability for
the robots to reach different waypoints in an actual cleaning deployment. For the 6-seat,
3-seat and WF tables, the metric for successful deployment would require the robot to have
the capacity to access the space below the table without hitting either the table or chairs.
This is to ensure that the robots are capable of cleaning not only the areas surrounding
the table but also below the table itself during the deployment. Lastly, for the residential
environment, the assessment will be based on the robot’s ability to make turns at corners
while navigating through doors and corridors safely without collision. The summarized
details of the environments, as well as the metrics of determining successful deployment
for the robot within each environment, are collated in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Built environments for simulation testing models based on Accessibility Design Guidelines:
(a) kerb ramp, (b) walkway ramp, (c) six-seat table (fixed), (d) three-seat table (fixed), (e) wheelchair-
friendly table, (f) residential corridor.

Table 2. Metrics and parameters used to evaluate the success of robot deployment in each environ-
ment based on the environments adhering to the Accessibility Design Guidelines 2019.

Environment Robot Goal(s) Evaluation Parameters Parameters Width (W)/Height (H)

kerb Ramp Climb ramp Width and Gradient Slope < 1:10 W 900 mm

Walkway Ramp Climb ramp Width and Gradient Slope < 1:12 W 1200 mm

Six-Seat Table Access beneath the furniture Width and Height Dia 1000 mm Table H 765 mm
Chair H 450 mm

Three-Seat Table Access beneath the furnitureWidth and Height Dia 1000 mm Table H 765 mm
Chair H 450 mm

WF Table Access beneath the
furniture Height Kneespace 480 mm H 680 mm

Residential Door Clear door Width - W 850 mm

Residential Corridor Clear corridor Width - W 1200 mmTurning

4.3. Evaluating Modelling Methods

As depicted in Figure 4, three distinct modelling techniques were employed to create
architectural assets and determine the most suitable approach for interaction studies.
Notably, the analysis revealed that although time-intensive, constructing a newly designed
model proves superior for simulation purposes. In contrast, reconstruction from point
cloud data is a less time-consuming alternative, but it still requires data processing for
effective simulation. Reconstruction techniques offer the advantage of capturing realistic
data, including texture and material values, which opens avenues for further exploration in
robot simulation. It is crucial to emphasize that proficient data collection from point clouds
necessitates a trained user to ensure realistic capture; any lapses in data collection can lead
to model failure and study limitations.
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Figure 4. Modelling techniques: (a) test site: 6- seater fixed round dining table, (b) newly developed
3D Polygonal Model, (c) 3D reconstructed Voxel mesh from PCD, (d) 3D reconstructed Poisson
surface mesh from PCD.

From Figure 5, while representing volumetric attributes of elements, the voxel model
sacrifices geometric information vital for in-depth analysis. Notably, smooth edges are
transformed into sharp ones. In the case of Poisson surface reconstruction techniques,
the documented point clouds must be complete and accurate; incomplete data invariably
results in model failure. Thus, meticulous and comprehensive documentation is essential
for successful results, as even seemingly flat surfaces can be translated into undulated
ones during the meshing process. The modelling methods are flexible and can be tailored
to the software used for studying the robot-built environment interactions. The identi-
fied limitations can be enhanced by experts facilitating smoother analysis processes in
the future.

Figure 5. Evaluation of modelling techniques. (a) Site:6-seater fixed round dining table, (b)newly
developed 3D Polygonal Model - Replicates data, (c) 3D reconstructed Voxel mesh from PCD : Loss
of geometric curvature details, (d) 3D reconstructed Poisson surface mesh from PCD : Undulated and
incomplete surfaces. Red areas indicate the loss of geometric features.
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4.4. Evaluating Design Standards

From the simulations, the different specifications of each robot have enabled the robots
to interact differently with the built environment. The results of the simulations provided
insights into how the environment or robot can be modified in order to achieve a successful
deployment. While all robots are used for cleaning purposes, the simulations can filter
which are the most suitable robots based on the nature of the built environment.

4.4.1. Kerb and Walkway Ramps

In the kerb ramp experiment, from Figure 6, despite the narrow width of the entry
point of the ramp, the CleanerBot1, CleanerBot2, and CleanerBot3 are able to scale and
successfully reach the top of the ramp. However, for the iRobot-Create, the gradient of the
ramp is too steep which disallows the robot from reaching the top of the ramp. Additionally,
the presence of the tactile markers on the ramp makes it difficult for the robot to overcome
this obstacle due to the low clearance between the bottom of the robot and the markers.

In the walkway ramp environment, Figure 7 displayed that while CleanerBot1 was
able to clear the first half of the ramp, the tight width of the turning section caused the robot
to be stuck. For iRobot-Create, the robot managed to clear the markers at the base of the
ramp but was stuck at the first half of the ramp due to the steep gradient. In contrast, for
CleanerBot2 and CleanerBot3, both robots were able to reach the top of the ramp without
getting stuck due to the width or gradient of the ramp.

From the kerb and walkway ramp simulations, it indicated that robot models similar
to the specifications of iRobot-Create should not be deployed for both types of ramps
as the robot will have a high tendency of getting stuck, which would require additional
manpower and effort to remove the robot and redeploy it. Similarly, for CleanerBot1, the
robot should not be deployed in walkway ramps of that specific width. Instead, using
alternative routes such as lifts, should be used as opposed to ramps to enable the robot to
navigate effectively towards the desired waypoint.

Figure 6. Digital twin results of each robot in the kerb ramp environment. The red area indicates
inaccessible space.
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Figure 7. Digital twin results of each robot in the walkway ramp environment. The red area indicates
inaccessible space.

4.4.2. 6-Seat and 3-Seat Table

In the fixed 6-seat table simulation, only the iRobot-Create is able to access the space
beneath the table and chairs effectively as documented in Figure 8. The smaller size enables
the robot to be able to pass through the narrow width between chairs as well as not be
obstructed by the height of both the tables and chairs.

Figure 8. Digital twin results of each robot in the six-seat table environment. Red areas indicate
inaccessible spaces.

For the fixed 3-seat table environment, displayed in Figure 9, despite the removal
of half the chairs, resulting in lesser obstructions and obstacles, only the iRobot-Create is
able to still successfully access the underside table space. While the width of the space is
sufficient for the larger cleaning robots to cover the areas where the removed chairs used to
be situated, the height of the robots does not enable the accessibility of the underside table
space. Hence, for cleaning deployment similar to these specific scenarios, smaller robots
should be used instead to ensure effective cleaning and coverage.
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Figure 9. Digital twin results of each robot in the three-seat table environment. Red areas indicate
inaccessible spaces.

4.4.3. Wheelchair-Friendly Table

Unlike the previous simulations that consisted of both tables and chairs, the wheelchair-
friendly table as displayed in Figure 10, does not have chairs that would obstruct the entry
point of cleaning robots. However, despite this, the height clearance only enables iRobot-
Create to successfully cover the space below the table, making it the most suitable robot for
such cleaning deployments. If other robots were to be used, this could cause damage to the
robot’s frame and external sensors, incurring unnecessary repair costs.

Figure 10. Digital Twin results of each robot in the Wheelchair-Friendly table environment. Red areas
indicate inaccessible spaces.

4.4.4. Residential Corridor

For the residential shared environment, the scenario aims to visualise if the robots can
safely navigate even when humans are present, as shown in Figure 11. Two humans were
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placed at the bottom entry point of the environment along the passing space and one in the
middle of the corridor.

Figure 11. (a) Top view of the residential shared environment - corridor without humans. (b) Isometric
view. (c) Top view of the residential shared environment - corridor with humans.

From Figure 12, the CleanerBot1 is unable to successfully navigate the passing space
due to human obstruction, which could result in a collision leading to injuries to the
human and damage to the robot. Along the corridor, only the iRobot-Create can navigate
successfully while the CleanerBot2 and CleanerBot3 are stuck due to width constraints.

Figure 12. Digital Twin results of each robot for clearing the corridor in the residential environment.
Red areas indicate inaccessible spaces.

From Figures 13 and 14, all robots are able to clear the protrusion on the corridor
wall without being hindered. However, only the CleanerBot1 was unable to clear the
turning operation and failed to pass through the door due to the robot’s large width. For
this specific environment, the iRobot-Create is the most suitable candidate for successful
deployment for both navigation and cleaning. In contrast, CleanerBot1 will be deemed unfit
due to the inability to successfully navigate through environmental obstacles and spaces
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even without humans. However, the CleanerBot2 and CleanerBot3 can be considered for
deployment to cover certain areas of the environment that are free of humans.

Figure 13. Digital Twin results of each robot for clearing the projection and turning in the corridor of
the residential environment. Red areas indicate inaccessible spaces.

Figure 14. Digital twin results of each robot for clearing the door in the residential environment. Red
areas indicate inaccessible spaces.

5. Discussion

From the digital twin simulations, Table 3 displays a comparison of each robot’s overall
performance based on the tested environments. The achieved goal count is calculated as the
sum of the total number of environments in which the robot is able to achieve the goal for
that particular environment based on the metrics identified in Table 2. The iRobot-Create
completes the most goals and performs the best. Thus, the robot would be the most suitable
for deployment amongst the tested environments. In contrast, CleanerBot1 achieves the
least number of goals amongst the selected environments and would be the least suitable
robot for deployment. It’s important to highlight that the degree of robot inclusiveness
doesn’t always directly correlate with efficient robot performance. However, an inclusive
environment does promote improved reach and accessibility for robots, making it easier
for them to carry out their intended tasks without obstacles.
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Table 3. Total number of times each robot achieved a goal within the corresponding environment.

Robot Achieved Goal Count

CleanerBot1 1
CleanerBot2 4
CleanerBot3 4

iRobot-Create 5

The simulations provide valuable insights into the interactions between robots and
built environments, fostering a deeper understanding and refinement of design principles
for both robotics and architectural design. Continued exploration through these simulations
contributes to enhancing design guidelines in these domains.

6. Conclusions

This research has effectively proposed an architectural digital twin approach that
enables the study and comprehensive analysis of the interactions between robots and
the built environment to enhance built environment design guidelines. A well-defined
methodology has been proposed to study and validate the interaction through simulation.
These solutions and the suggested methodology for design guideline generation collec-
tively contribute to enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of creating robot-inclusive
design guidelines.

This research focuses on exploring the potential of digital simulations to enhance the
performance of deployed robots in architectural spaces. However, the study is primarily
confined to the robot’s interactions in static building infrastructure, neglecting the dynamic
elements present in real-world environments. The absence of inhabitants, including hu-
mans, pets, and other robots, limits the realism of the study. However, typical cleaning
robot deployments (cleaning robots are considered as a case study in this work) can be
conducted during non-peak hours [74], in which the static environment results remain
relevant for insights on robot ergonomics. It is essential to consider and study the dynamic
interactions with different types of inhabitants to improve the applicability and relevance
of the guidelines enhanced by the digital simulation. The consideration of dynamic features
in the environments for the digital twin is proposed for future work.

There would still exist error discrepancies between the digital twin and the actual
environment. However, given that the methodology is modelled in accordance to industry
standard and actual robot specifications, the discrepancies are still acceptable. Furthermore,
the digital twin concept in this work is utilized to evaluate robot accessibility, which is
primarily dependent on geometrical constraints. The discrepancies between simulation
results and real-world situations would be minor concerning geometrical constraints.
Therefore, the outcomes from the digital twin would still apply to real-world scenarios to a
greater extent. Future work may expand the simulation towards higher fidelity simulation
software such as PyBullet or IsaacSim.

The scope of the research can be extended to use the digital model to develop a
live digital twin that can identify hazards and train the robot’s algorithm for detecting
such hazards. The training can include AI models such as belief networks [75] or deep
learning-based approaches [76]. The solution also provides a foundation for automating the
interaction analysis and can be validated and generate the design guidelines. The proposed
methodology is scalable and can be adapted for mapping and digitising spaces to make
them robot-inclusive. This research identifies the gap in BIM that is adequate for studying
robot–building interaction and proposes a need for modelling protocols.
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